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Spiritual Practices during a Pandemic 
A 5 week study offered for adults at Unity Presbyterian Church 

 

Week 1: Lament 

Psalm 13: 1-6 

 
“Lament can offend conventional religious sensibilities. In its most extreme form, lament is not 

just complaint to God, as in Job’s lament: “I cry to you and you do not answer me” (Job 30:20), 

or in the words of Psalm 22 on the lips of the crucified Christ: “My God, my God, why have you 

forsaken me?” (Mark 15:34). Lament seems to indict God. Yet psalms of lament typically end in 

a confession of trust in and praise of the God who will answer. Praise arises precisely because 

God hears our lament and acts in response.” (Disciplines: A Book of Daily Devotions 2020. The 

Upper Room: Nashville, TN. 2019, pg. 151)  

 

Experience: 

Listen to and experience this podcast which explains more why lament is a necessary practice in 

our lives and demonstrates a nine-step process for writing a lament:  

Here is a blog post listing the 9 steps process to write a lament referred to in the podcast. 

One third of the Psalms are Psalms of lament. Explore some of the others: 7, 12, 22, 28, 31, 44, 

55, 56, 57, 58, 60, 61, 74, 142, and 143. 

Try writing your own lament. 

Reflect & Discuss: 

1. In the podcast, Aaron Neiquist says, “If we don’t lament, we will export it on someone 

else or burn up inside.”  Have you stumbled down one of these dead-ins recently? If so, 

how can you handle it differently next time? 

2. In the podcast, Aaron Neiquist also says, “engaging reality without exporting it will 

always include lament.”  How can you incorporate lament as you engage with our current 

reality? 

3. How is lament different from religious complaining? 

4. If you read some of the other Psalms, what similarities do you see in these Psalms? What 

differences do you see? 

5. What was the experience of listening to the musical lament like for you? Could you 

identify with the singer and the liturgist? 

6. In the podcast, Aaron Neiquist says, “Lament is not a one and done.” How can you 

practice lament on a regular basis? 

7. The last three steps in the nine step process of writing a lament include: “Assurance of 

Being Heard, Promise to Offer Praise to God, and Assurance.” Why do you think each 

lament ends this way? How does this help us remember that as Aaron Neiquist says, we 

“can’t and don’t carry our fear and sorrow alone.” 
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